
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Leading Renewable Players Urge Governments to Re-align Recovery Measures  
with Paris Agreement 

 
7 December 2020 - With the Paris Agreement celebrating its fifth anniversary this week, all eyes are 
on the world’s governments to urgently scale-up climate action. 
 
In a renewed call to action, over 100 leading renewable energy players, as members of the 
International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) Coalition for Action, urge governments to correct 
course. By placing a renewables-based energy transition at the heart of an economic recovery from 
COVID-19, governments can foster economic resilience and secure a climate-safe future.      
 
Throughout the COVID-19 crisis, governments have demonstrated their capacity to mobilise efforts 
and recovery packages at historically unprecedented levels. While some countries have announced 
more ambitious climate commitments as part of their measures to achieve sustainable and resilient 
economies post-COVID-19, many others have yet to take decisive actions to move towards a green 
recovery.  
 
To date, G20 countries have committed at least USD 233 billion in supporting the fossil fuel sector 
and fossil fuel-dependent industries. These billions represent a missed opportunity to accelerate the 
energy transition and to power long-term job creation and investment opportunities at a time when 
we need them most.  The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA)’s post-COVID-19 recovery 
agenda shows that investments strategically targeted at renewables can put the world on a climate 
safe path and generate wider socio-economic benefits. Every million dollars (USD) invested in 
renewables would create three times more jobs than in fossil fuels. 
 
"The COVID-19 recovery measures must be used consistently for a transformation towards a global 
zero-emission economy based on 100% renewable energy. Only this way, we can ensure climate and 
health protection at the same time – as a renewable energy transition will also eliminate harmful air 
and water pollution, thus reducing the number of people in high-risk groups for COVID-19,” says 
Hans-Josef Fell, President of the Energy Watch Group, a Berlin-based think tank and member 
organisation of the IRENA Coalition for Action. “The current crisis has shown that rapid and serious 
government intervention to protect the wellbeing of citizens is possible. Similarly, consistent 
decisions are now needed for measures that coherently realize environmental protection on the basis 
of health care and climate protection.”, David Wortmann, member of the Coalition’s Steering Group 
and Board Member of the Energy Watch Group, adds. 
 
 
 

https://irena.org/publications/2020/Jun/Post-COVID-Recovery
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Building on its previous call to action released in April 2020, the Coalition for Action now urges 
governments to reset their recovery priorities through the following six actions: 
 

1. Re-evaluate stimulus measures and correct course to ensure a green recovery in line 
with global climate objectives. 

2. Raise policy ambitions and clarify long-term plans for renewable generation and 
consumption, both centralised and decentralised. 

3. Ensure energy markets can deliver continuity and stimulate investment and growth in 
renewables.  

4. Prioritise renewable energy as a key component of industrial policies. 
5. Align labour and education policies with a just energy transition. 
6. Intensify international co-operation and action on COVID-19 while recognising 

renewable energy as a key part of the solution.  
 
Through these six actions, governments can align their economic recovery from COVID-19 with their 
climate plans, deliver on their commitments under the Paris Agreement, and come back stronger 
than ever from the COVID-19 crisis.  Now is the time to use the momentum of a green recovery to 
continue building broad public support for the transformative decarbonisation of societies and pave 
the way for equitable, inclusive and resilient economies.  
  
For a more detailed view of the IRENA Coalition for Action’s renewed Call to Action, please click 
here.  
 
About the Coalition 
The IRENA Coalition for Action brings together leading renewable energy players from around the world with the 
common goal of advancing the uptake of renewable energy. The Coalition facilitates global dialogues between public 
and private sectors to develop actions to increase the share of renewables in the global energy mix and accelerate 
the global energy transition. www.irena.org/coalition 
 
About the Energy Watch Group 
The Energy Watch Group (EWG) is an independent, non-profit think-and-do tank based in Berlin. We are dedicated 
to accelerating political action towards renewable energy and climate protection through scientific analysis, policy 
advice and dialogue. www.energywatchgroup.org  
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